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Abstract—The water is an important commodity for the
existence and development of human society. The placing, main-
tenance, and distribution of water, drinking or not, is laborious.
The current physical sampling-based monitoring with periodic
collection has been proven ineffective. The need of real-time
monitoring motivated the development of the contamination
warning systems (CWSs). Various approaches of CWSs that
employ sensor technology have been developed to monitor water
quality. By placing the humans in the loop, the assessment of the
water quality and the provision of feedback can be enhanced.
To evaluate this hypothesis, we developed the QoWater, a novel
user-centric crowd-sourcing system that relies on measurements
collected from sensors and user feedback to detect changes in the
water quality. This system enables smartphone users to evaluate
the quality of water based on its chemical properties, taste,
odor, and color. It also informs users for potential contamination
events, that have been detected close to their location. This paper
analyses the performance of the QoWater system, in terms of
power consumption, response delay, scalability and shows that
the power consumption and response delay are relatively low.
Furthermore, it presents a Trickle-based algorithm that extends
the QoWater sensor battery lifetime by approximately 4 times.

I. INTRODUCTION

Global water consumption is doubling every 20 years, which

is more than twice the rate of human population growth. If

this trend persists, by 2025 the demand for fresh water is

expected to rise to 56% above the current available amount [1].

More than 663 million people on earth already lack access to

fresh drinking water [2]. Additionally, the occurrence of global

pollution events has increased [3]. Pressure loss or changes

during pipe cleaning or power failure may cause back-flow

incidents with contaminated soil water entering through pipe

breaks or leaking joints. Climate change may increase the

soil water level and the risk of introducing polluted liquid

to water distribution networks [4]. Therefore, monitoring and

maintaining the quality of water is crucial. To this end, various

contamination warning systems (CWSs) have been developed

[5]. Such systems monitor the water infrastructure without

incorporating customer and public health feedback. In general,

a CWS consists of various components, e.g., on-line moni-

toring, public health notifications, and consumer complaint

notifications. Moreover, the placement and maintenance of
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sensors across the water distribution network is costly and time

consuming. To resolve these issues, various placing algorithms

have been proposed, which select the minimum number of

sensor and their corresponding locations. Various systems

have implemented monitoring and surveillance components.

However, none of them integrate the end user in the loop. This

is still an open interdisciplinary problem. Inspired by the u-

map paradigm [6], a user-centric recommendation tool based

on the crowd-sourcing/sensing, we developed the QoWater.

A u-map client enables the smartphone to collect network

and service measurements during a service session. Users can

also provide their opinion scores about their services. These

objective and subjective measurements are uploaded to a geo-

database server for analysis.

The QoWater system employs a wireless sensor network

(WSN) to monitor water distribution network infrastructure

through objective measurements and collects feedback from

users about the water quality (subjective measurements) in

real-time. When a contamination is detected, the QoWater

can inform consumers, providers, and regulators in real-time

through appropriate alerts, aiming to minimize the spread of

the contamination. The incorporation of subjective measure-

ment takes place at the QoWater client via a Graphical User

Interface (GUI). QoWater sensors monitor the water quality

and upload the measurements on the server for analysis.

The QoWater system can potentially enrich the monitoring

process by incorporating user feedback, improve the timeliness

and reliability, reduce the maintenance cost, and raise the

awareness of citizens.

Our earlier work [7] presented the main concept of QoWater

and the overall system architecture. This work focuses on

system aspects, namely, the consumption, response delay, and

scalability and analyses its performance. It also presents the

V-Trickle algorithm that aims to extend the QoWater sensor

battery lifetime.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we

overview the related work. Section III describes the architec-

ture of QoWater, while Section IV focuses on the evaluation

of the QoWater system. Finally, Section V summarises our

conclusions and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A large body of research focuses on automating the detec-

tion of contamination based on stationary sensors [8]–[10].978-1-5090-1161-2/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE



Ostfeld et al. [8] presented an early-warning detection system

(EWDS), which estimates the likelihood of contamination

based on the minimum hazard level and level of service.

Pelerman et al. [11] estimates the contamination event proba-

bility using artificial neural networks. An important aspect in

these systems is the number and the position of the sensor

[12]–[15]. Kessler et al. [16] described a methodology to

identify an optimal set of monitoring stations, for a given

maximum volume of consumed contaminated water prior to

detection. While Protapo et al. [12] proposed a mixed-integer

linear algorithm to identify optimal sensor locations. Extensive

work has also been done for the detection of contamination

based on mobile sensors. Pelerman et al. [17], [18] described

the development of a theoretical mathematical framework for

modeling mobile sensor movement in the WDN, as well as

the integration of sensory data (stationary and mobile) to

increase system reliability. Suresh et al. [19], [20], presented

the localisation and detection events on any flow-based system,

using mobile sensors that communicate with given position

beacon. Lai et al. [21] proposed the TriopusNet system,

which changes the topology of mobile sensors by injecting

new sensor when a sensor runs out of battery. The QoWater

system can employ such state-of-the-art event detection and

localisation algorithms.

Many studies highlight the importance of the customer

complaints surveillance in contamination detection [22]–[25].

They emphasize the need to improve customer feedback data

collection by filtering the calls, using electronic storage and

a standardized format [22]–[24]. Additionally, Whelton et al.

[23] highlighted the need of making the recorded complaints

accessible to multiple users. Further, Dietrich et al. [25]

visualised consumer complaints using tag clouds and spider

plots.

The closest relevant applications to QoWater client are the

following: Jonoski et al. [26] presented a system (deployed on

lakes and rivers) that allows a user to select a sensor of the

Soil Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) for a specific time period,

and display the available SWAT server data on smartphone

(png format). The sensor measurements are accessible also by

a website. DJB [27] is an Android application that enables

residents of Delhi to register complaints about dirty water,

missing of manhole cover, sewer overflow, and leakage of

water of the WDN. There are also several applications [28]

[29] that allow residents to report problems on the 311

systems of U.S. cities. Bick [30] developed an application

that takes a picture of water exposed to fluorescent light or

placed inside a special device mixed with chemicals. The

picture to determine the organic or inorganic qualities of the

water. A similar approach was deployed by researchers of

the McMasters Biointerfaces Institute [31]. However, none of

these applications allow users to assess the water quality in

a systematic manner and incorporate this feedback for a joint

analysis with the measurements collected from sensors in order

to detect more accurately and timely the contamination.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The QoWater system consists of three components, namely,

the QoWater server, clients, and sensors (Fig. 1). The QoWater

client includes a back-end interface, data recorder, database,

and its GUI as illustrated in Fig. 2. The querying allows a

user to inquiry about the quality of water in a specific area

and time period. Users can adopt two different roles, namely,

the customer role and scientist one with different registration

and access requirements. Customers indicate their age and

gender, and optionally their name, while Scientists in addition

provide information about their profession and their e-mail

address. Standard technologies (e.g., public-private key pairs,

TLS) are employed to ensure registration and integrity for the

client-server communication. A non-register QoWater client

is not authorized to query and submit feedback. Depending

on the role, different questionnaire forms are used via the

GUI for the assessment of the water quality (Fig. 2 (d) &

(e)). The customer form provides fields for overall evaluation

score, color, taste, odor, appearance, and pressure. A photo

captured by a camera may also be attached to the customer

input. On the other hand, the Scientist form prompts users

to insert chemical and biological measurements, as well as

information about color, appearance, and pressure assessment.

The recorded information may be directly uploaded on the

QoWater server or saved locally. Moreover, this information is

annotated with the current location of the device, provided by

the WiFi localisation and timestamp. Without the localisation

being enabled, the measurements cannot be uploaded. The

SQLite database maintains a log of the feedback. The back-

end interface includes a secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) client for connecting to the QoWater server. Fur-

thermore, the back-end interface captures broadcast messages

from QoWater sensors.

Fig. 1: The QoWater system architecture.



The QoWater sensor consists of a monitor, a back-end

interface, and a number of sensor probes. The monitor is

responsible for sampling and analysing measurements. The

back-end interface includes an HTTP client responsible for

uploading the measurements on the QoWater server. Further-

more, the QoWater sensor broadcasts its measurements to

clients.

A QoWater server consists of a PHP application, geo-

database, memcached service, certificate authority and man-

ager, access control, and analyser. The HTTP service com-

municates with the QoWater sensors and users. The certifi-

cate manager determines whether or not the uploaded data

have been uploaded by an authenticated QoWater client. The

sensitive information (e.g., user position) is protected by

the access control. The QoWater responses correspond to

aggregate feedback collected from more than one user in a

relatively large region (e.g., the size of the area specified in a

query can not be smaller than a threshold (17,000 m
2)). The

event detector checks whether or not the sensor measurements

comply with the World Health Organization (WHO) standards

[32] (e.g., the pH level is in range of 6.5 to 8). In the case of a

disagreement, the event detector indicates that a contamination

event occurred. A client feedback which indicates the presence

of “foreign” elements in the water, by default, is considered

as a possible contamination event and need to be further

analyzed. In this case, the QoWater client requires from the

user to upload a photograph. The query handler serves the

queries sent by clients. The response is returned to the client

and stored in the memcached service. The stored response

expires after a certain amount of time (e.g., request on daily

data expires after 2 hours). The data validator aims to detect

sensor/client malfunctions or miss-calibrations by checking the

range of recorded values (e.g., a pH value cannot be greater

than 14).

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section focuses on the evaluation of the response delay,

battery consumption, and scalability, which are critical aspects

of the system. The client is an HTC Nexus One smartphone.

The QoWater server runs on a virtual machine (VM) with 2

cores at 2.4 GHz, 4 GB RAM.

To measure the power consumption of the QoWater client,

we use the AppScope [33] tool, an energy metering framework

for Android OS using kernel activity monitoring. The App-

Scope estimates the energy consumption per hardware com-

ponent (e.g., CPU, Display, Global Positioning System (GPS),

WiFi, 3G), as well as per process. Other approaches, such as

PowerScope [34], provide the energy consumption of applica-

tions at a fine-grained level but require post-processing using

an external device. For example, PowerTutor [35] accesses

usage statistics from profcs and BatteryStat, built-in Android

operations, to provide application-specific energy information,

but this approach has several limitations affecting the accuracy.

We use the same testbed for the power consumption estimation

as the one of the u-map system [36]. The flow and the

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2: GUI screenshots from a QoWater client device: (a) home
screen, (b) building of a query, (c) presentation of the query result,
(d) customer feedback form, (e) scientist feedback form, and (f)
measurements from a sensor node.

events that take place during the AppScope measurements are

illustrated in Fig. 3.

We measure the power consumption of the data uploading,

querying, and client-sensor communication. The scenarios are

described on Table I. The Suspended state takes place when

the screen is locked and there is no running application (except

system operations processes). Table II reports the mean and in

parenthesis the standard deviation of the power consumption

during the 100 repetitions of each scenario (mW). The 3G

is zero in all scenarios and has been omitted from Table

II. The display is the most energy demanding component

compared to CPU, GPS, and WiFi across all scenarios (Table

II). The QoWater scenario with the greatest total power

consumption is the uploading. Even during the most energy

demanding scenario of QoWater, its energy consumption is

lower compared to Skype and YouTube, since the changing of

Fig. 3: The QoWater testbed for the power consumption measure-
ment.



TABLE I: Power consumption scenarios

Step QoWater Uploading QoWater Querying QoWater Client-Sensor u-map Uploading u-map Querying Skype Call YouTube Video

1 Unlock phone Unlock phone Unlock phone Unlock phone Unlock phone Call a contact Unlock phone

2 Launch QoWater Launch QoWater Launch QoWater Launch u-map Launch u-map
Call duration
20 sec

Launch YouTube

3 Tap Sentiment Tap Search Tap Sensor Tap Upload data Tap Select Operator N/A
Display 78
sec video

4 Fill complaint form Retrieve user location
Display 35 sec
sensor measurements

Upload 4.8 MB data Tap Polygon N/A Return to Home Screen

5 Fill 5 star QoE Tap Query Area Return to Home Screen Return to Home Screen Tap Submit N/A N/A
6 Upload 1.5 MB data Display response N/A N/A Display response N/A N/A

7 Return to Home Screen Return to Home Screen N/A N/A Return to Home Screen N/A N/A

Fig. 4: The QoWater testbed for the delay measurements.

the GPS energy is due to AppScope limitation. Compared to

u-map, the uploading of QoWater is more energy demanding,

since the number of GUI refreshes is greater and the GUI is

colourful. On the other hand, the QoWater querying is less

demanding compared to u-map querying, since it relies on

WiFi instead of GPS for localisation. To address the limitation

of the AppScope in the case of small datasets, short time-state

changes (e.g., GPS ON/OFF/SLEEP) and accurately measure

the consumption, we employed a larger dataset. The regular

dataset size of the QoWater uploading is maximum 5 KB,

instead of 1.5 MB. In the experiments, a QoWater client

communicates with the QoWater server via an HTTP wireless

connection. The uploaded dataset size is 5 KB. The QoWater

server contains 100,000 entities. Three types of delay have

been estimated, namely, the Android, server, and network

delay (Fig. 4). The server delay corresponds to the total time

elapsed between the reception of a client request by the server

and the transmission of the response (i.e., T4 − T3). The

network delay consists of the time required for the client

request to reach the server and the server response to reach

the client (i.e., T3 − T2 + T5 − T4). Note that the timestamps

T2, and T5 are recorded at the android smartphone, while T3,

and T4 are recorded at the QoWater server. The android delay

TABLE II: Mean and standard deviation of power consumption (mW)

Scenario CPU Display GPS WiFi Total

QoWater: Uploading 68 (14) 712 (10) 17 (1) 23 (7) 820
QoWater: Querying 56 (3) 548 (15) 17 (1) 8 (3) 629
QoWater: Sensor 4 (1) 767 (10) 0 1 (0) 772
u-map: Uploading 35 (23) 567 (1) 0 88 (14) 690
u-map: Querying 33 (3) 563 (15) 167 (16) 6 (4) 770
YouTube: Video 23 (3) 786 (5) 0 6 (4) 815
Skype: Call 111 (14) 639 (15) 0 57 (20) 807
Suspended 3 (1) 0 0 6 (3) 9

corresponds to the time it takes to display the server’s response

to the user (T2 − T1 + T6 − T5). Finally, the total delay is the

sum of the Android, network and server delays (i.e., T6−T1).

Figs. 5 (a) & (d) show the cumulative distribution function

(CDF) of the uploading and querying delay, respectively.

Table III reports the mean delay of each scenario: The

Android delay in the QoWater uploading scenario is greater

than its corresponding delay in u-map due to the difference in

the retrieving process. Moreover, the server delay on QoWater

uploading is less than the corresponding of the u-map delay

due to the larger processing capabilities of the server. The

Android delay of QoWater querying is greater compare to

u-map querying, because of the pre-processing of the server

response. Additionally, the server delay of QoWater querying

is greater than u-map due to different size of stored data.

The network delay on u-map querying is smaller compare to

QoWater querying because the client is on the same Local

Area Network (LAN) with the server, instead of a Wide Area

Network (WAN) that QoWater is connected. However, using

the memchached service of the QoWater server, the server

delay can be reduced to 50 ms, regardless of the size of the

queried area or the size of the data that have been stored on

the server.

We analyzed the scalability of the system by emulating a

number of QoWater clients (running on desktop PC consist

of 32 GB RAM, 12 cores, and CPU 2.4 GHz) that execute

either the uploading or the querying scenario. The number of

clients varies from ten to one thousand. Each scenario was

executed 20 times. In these experiments, there is no Android

or PC delay. Fig. 5 (b) shows the server and network delay.

Each point corresponds to the mean delay of all runs across

all emulated clients. The maximum number of concurrent

querying (uploading) clients that can be supported by the

QoWater server is 250 (150), respectively. Under heavy load,

a number of request will not be served in time and a HTTP

time-out occurs. To adequately support a large number clients,

multiple QoWater server instances should be deployed on a

cloud computing environment. Moreover, using the Hadoop

Distributed Filesystem (HDFS) and the HBase, a higher ag-

gregate I/O throughput can be achieved.

TABLE III: Mean and standard deviation of the delay (ms)

Scenario Android/Waspmote Server Network Total

QoWater: Uploading 393 (52) 69 (5) 249 (47) 711
QoWater: Querying 102 (19) 1451 (83) 262 (66) 1815
QoWater: Sensor 4000 (223) 32 (1) 4000 (500) 8032
u-map: Uploading 49 (N/A) 159 (N/A) 379 (N/A) 587
u-map: Querying 43 (N/A) 135 (N/A) 8 (N/A) 186
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Fig. 5: (a) The uploading delay. (b) The scalability of QoWater system, as a function of concurrent users. (c) The battery level of V-Trickle
vs. Periodic. (d) The querying delay. (e) Served vs. time-out request. (f) The pH evolution during the 2 (V-Trickle, Periodic) experiments.

We also examined the possibility of extending the battery

lifetime of the QoWater sensor using the V-Trickle algorithm

(1) based on the Trickle algorithm, which is used on routing

protocol for low-power and lossy networks [37]. We focused

on the QoWater sensor uploading operation and compared the

V-Trickle with the Periodic approach. The V-Trickle algorithm

uploads measurements to the QoWater server in two cases:

either when two consecutive measurements differ by 5% or

more (irregular uploading), or when no measurements have

been uploaded for I counter (regular uploading). When the

algorithm starts, it sets the I to Imin, and doubles it each time

the R becomes equal to the current I. On the other hand, the

Periodic approach uploads measurements periodically (with a

period of one minute). The Periodic algorithm is a simple

loop of a) wake up, b) analyse water, c) send measurement to

QoWater server, d) sleep for 35 sec. The sampling duration is

of 25 sec. We evaluated the battery life of sensor in these two

scenarios (Fig. 5(c)). The V-Trickle approach lasted 55 days,

while the periodic approach only 13 days. During each exper-

iment, the sensor uploaded 905 (19,460) measurements in the

case of V-Trickle (Periodic) approach, respectively. Note that

due to the lack of a second sensor, the V-Trickle experiments

followed the period ones, using the same water which has been

sensed and analyzed for the periodic experiments. Despite the

fact that the V-Trickle approach uploads a smaller number of

measurements, it still detects the water quality variation as

shown in Fig. 5(f).

Algorithm 1 V-Trickle

C ← 1 /* C: number of samples */
S ← Tmin /* S: sleep time (in second), T range [35, 95]*/
R← 0 /* R: consecutive number of similar samples*/
I ← Imin /*I: current maximum number of similar samples*/
loop

WakeUp()
if C == I then

ReqularUploading()
C ← 0,R++

else
if CurMeasurementV SPrevMeasurement >= 5% then

IrreqularUploading()
C ← 0, S ← Tmin, R← 0, I ← Imin

else
R++

if R == I then
I ← I + Imin ∗ (I/Imin), R← 0, S ← Tmax

if I > Imax then
I ← Imax /*Imax=88*/

if I < Imin then
I ← Imin /*Imin=11*/

C++
Sleep(S)

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents the QoWater and its system performance

evaluation demonstrating that it has relatively low response

delay and power consumption. The most energy demanding



scenario of QoWater system consumes less energy than 20-

sec of Skype call. The current server cannot support more than

200 concurrent requests, and thus, it cannot adequately serve

large-scale regions. However, it can be easily deployed as a

distributed system to satisfy the needs of a larger metropolitan

area. The main source of battery drain is the display. Compared

to the periodic approach, the V-Trickle algorithm extends the

battery life by 4 times, capturing the changes in the water

quality. An extended pilot field study with real users is required

to evaluate the user satisfaction and system usability (e.g., user

friendliness of the GUI, features of the system, questionnaire,

privacy issues).

An important challenge is the timely and reliable detection

of the contamination events. To enhance the participation

of citizens, the offer of regional (or fine-scale) monitoring

in specific regions, improved services, and alerts could be

important. Moreover, the statistical analysis of measurements

to detect false or noisy values provided by malicious users

or misconfigured devices is critical. The “user-in-the-loop”

requirement in large-scale urban cyber-physical systems trig-

gers several exciting questions that require interdisciplinary

research in systems, networks, modeling, environmental engi-

neering, economics, privacy, and social sciences.
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